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HSI Review

� Habitat Suitability Indices (HSI). 

� A measure of the suitability of habitat for a given species or group of species 
based on an assessment of habitat attributes.

� Quantifies the relationship between habitat quality and commonly-measured 
biotic and abiotic factors.



Purpose 

� Shows suitability based on input
� Site quality and “typical” conditions.

� Before – After analysis to show change in HS due to restoration or 
construction.

� Incremental analysis to show how HS changes with input (sensitivity 
analysis, seasonal effects, stage-flow correlates…).



Input:  Habitat Data

� Measures of habitat metrics across 
the study area



Input:  Habitat Suitability Curve (HSC)

� Data that relates habitat values to 
preference/suitability for species.

� Continuous or Categorical measures

� Specific or general: Species, Life stage, 
Location, etc.
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Input:  …again

� With single input, this is just a cross-walk classification.

� Strength of HSI comes from incorporating multiple factors.

� Can combine in a variety of ways: 
Arithmetic mean, Geometric mean, Weighted sums, etc.



Output

� Habitat suitability scores for locations with all factors considered
� Classified input



Output

� Habitat suitability scores for locations with all factors considered
� Classified input:

� Basic summaries:

Metric Description
Count_h Number of non-zero cells
Total_area Total area of non-zero cells
Units Units used in area calculation
Mean_HSI Average HSI score across all non-zero cells
WUA Weighted Usable Area (WUA) is the sum of the product of HSI and cell area
nWUA Normalized WUA (nWUA) is calculated as WUA divided by the Total area



R Shiny

� R! A language and environment for statistical computing

� R Shiny creates a web-based Graphic User Interface 
(GUI) for R analyses
� …but can also be used for offline GUIs for R Scripts



R Shiny

� Two versions of the tool:
� One version for sandbox testing and comparisons

� One version for batch processing large numbers of runs



HSI Exploration and Testing

� Exploring HSC curves
� Adjusting model weights and forms

� Sandbox testing

[LIVE DEMO]



Batch HSI Tool

� Uses a scheduler file to process runs.
� Input is similar to the HSI exploration tool, but in CSV format.

� Individual and combined run output.



Summary

� HSI are a useful tool for quantifying potential habitat quality across study areas.
� The R Shiny implementation allows users to both explore potential HSI formulations, 

as well as schedule multiple runs in batch for bulk processing.

� Easy to add new HSCs, or create custom suitability functions, etc.

� Tool is developed and easy to add to.



Next Steps



Next Steps

Visuals and Spatial Stats
� Heatmaps can help show 

intensities at large scales

� Spatial stats including patch 
metrics:
Mean patch size,
Interspersion and Juxtaposition,
Contagion, etc. 
(think FragStats…)

� Other spatial analyses (moving 
window summaries)



Weighting and tuning
� Multiple ways to weight HSI 

components

� Potential to use field data to 
validate / tune HSI weighting and 
curves 

Next Steps



Next Steps

� More Input:
� There are many studies that relate cover to habitat suitability

� Requires continuous coverage across study area 

� Frequently have high resolution aerial imagery of study sites. 



If you have any questions, I’m happy to go over them!

Email: Kai.Ross@fishsciences.net

???


